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The Messiah
George Frederick Handel
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It is said of Haydn, that on hearing
the Hallelujah chorus in Westminster
Abbey, he rose to his feet with the
crowd and wept, exclaiming:
“He is the master of us all”

Beethoven said of Handel:

Messiah’s universal appeal
A work of genius

“Go and learn of him how to achieve great
effects with simple means”

A monumental work
Has timeless popularity despite being “old
music”
Christianity is a cornerstone of Western
civilisation: Messiah expresses and explains
it
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Messiah - the people

“It has fed the hungry, clothed the naked,
fostered the orphan… more than any other
single musical production, in England or any
country”

Hogarth

Coram

Handel

Jennens

Messiah - the people

William Hogarth
1697 - 1764
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Messiah: the people

Thomas Coram
Went to sea aged 11, poorly educated
Spent much of his life in America as a ship builder
and sea captain

Captain Thomas Coram
1668 — 1751

Engaged in various life-long philanthropic ventures
Created the Foundling Hospital in London
“A man of unmistakeable honesty and sterling
goodness of heart”
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Coram & Hogarth

A personal friendship
Hogarth painted the Coat of
Arms for the Hospital
He contributed paintings to
the Hospital, exhibited with
fellow artists

Hogarth & his wife fostered
foundling children
Hogarth was a Foundling
Hospital Governor
Wife became an Inspector
of Wet-nurses for the
Hospital
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Messiah - the people

Hogarth

Messiah - the people

Coram

George Frederick Handel
1685 — 1759

Handel
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George Frederick Handel
Set up his own opera company
Child prodigy

Performed and composed for over 40 years
without competition

Employed as a musician at 18
Travelled and worked in Italy for 3 years 17061710

Transformed music in England

Employed by the Elector of Hanover

Composed “The Messiah” in 1741 in 24 days,
a unique work

Permanently settled in England in 1712

A great philanthropist
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Oratorio
A sacred drama in words, no scenery, action, costume
For orchestra, chorus, and soloists
For Church or concert performance
Biblical stories well-known
In English
Made Handel the most popular English composer ever

Messiah - the people

Hogarth

Messiah - the people

Coram

Charles Jennens

Handel

Jennens

The Libretto of Messiah
A work of genius
Jennens’ aim - to warn against debased Christian values
To speak out against the philosophy of Deism

How did Handel bring these words to life?

Jennens needed Handel to get this message out
Text only words of scripture
No narrative voice, no characters portrayed
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The music itself

Dublin Premiere

Grace
In April 1742

Aptness
Simplicity of rhythm

In order to fit the largest possible audience, ladies asked
to not wear hoops and gentlemen not to wear swords
Unqualified success

Simple chord progressions

Benefit concert for 2 hospitals and the Debtors’ Prison

Choice of keys

Paid for the release of 142 prisoners

Instrumentation, trumpet and timpani

Caused a falling out with Jennens

London Premiere
Handel renamed it “A Sacred Oratorio” due to
controversy
Venue Covent Garden - a “playhouse”
Not a success
Serious damage to Handel’s reputation and health
“Messiah” seemed to have been forgotten for 7
years
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“Messiah” makes a comeback
1750 performance at the Foundling Hospital, a sellout
In the chapel, now no longer controversial
A benefit concert
Became an annual event for decades following
Handel was made a Governor of the Foundling Hospital
Handel attended his last performance in April 1759 8 days
before he died

Messiah - the people

Hogarth

Coram

Handel

Jennens

“Great indeed, we confess, is the mystery of
godliness:
He was manifested in the flesh,
Vindicated by the Spirit,
Seen by angels,
Proclaimed among the nations,
Believed on in the world,
Taken up into glory.”
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